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Watson-Guptill Publications. Paperback. Condition: New. 144 pages. Dimensions: 10.9in. x 8.4in. x
0.4in.Theres no doubt about it: Japanese animation is hot. Television shows, films, and videos
featuring the anime style of animation are wildly popular. Japanese animation is like a comic book
come to life, retaining all its power but in moving form. It has a very different style from traditional
western animation, incorporating heavy shading, dramatic camera angles, and beautifully
rendered special effectsespecially the fantastic anime depictions of ocean waves, storms, smoke,
and explosions. Easier to draw than its western counterpart, anime is more limited and simpler in
its execution. In Japanese anime the characters move, but their movements are generally staccato,
sharp, and dramaticnot free-flowing with lots of overlapping action, anticipation, and follow-
through. In Anime Mania, famous cartoonist, teacher, and best-selling author Christopher Hart
demonstrates how any comic book artist can become expert in this wonderful style of animation.
Step by step, he details how to draw the coolest anime characters from the widest selection of
popular styles: high-tech cyberpunks who live in the world of the future; teen characterswith
troubled relationships at school, home, and on the street; and mighty monsters, fantasy warriors,
and giant robots. Aspiring...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It is rally intriguing throgh reading time period. I am pleased to tell you that here is the very best book i
actually have study in my very own lifestyle and may be he finest ebook for at any time.
-- Ms. Lor a  West Jr .-- Ms. Lor a  West Jr .

This book is great. it absolutely was writtern quite properly and beneficial. Its been written in an extremely basic way and it is merely after i finished reading
through this ebook in which basically changed me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Leopold Schm idt-- Leopold Schm idt
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